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Summary of Research

The researchperiod under the sponsorshipof NAGl-1911 is two years: from Feb. 1,

1997to Jan. 31, 1999(extendedno-costto April 30, 1999). During the two-year research

period, deliverableshave included brief monthly progressstatements, annual reports and

subroutinesof computational programs. Severaltechnicalpapershave beenpublishedand

areattached to this final report. This Summary of Research containsa brief description

of those researchresultsand refers the details to eachattached paper.

1. Axial Flow Effects on Three-Dimensional Vortex Wake Decay

(Ref. Zheng,1997)

The axial velocity componentis important for three-dimensionalwakevortex simulations.

Initial axial velocity profiles influencethe vortex decaybehavior. Analytical relationships

for small axial velocity deviation havebeendevelopedin singlevortex cases.Thoseresults

show that the sign of the axial velocity deviation canchangethe relation betweenthe to-

tal circulation and the vortex coresize,but not the relations betweenvorticity, maximum

tangential velocity, and the coresizechange.

Computational simulationsweretestedfor both jet and waketype axial flow, with min-

imal influencefrom the ground and the mirror vortex in the wakevortex pair. Not surpris-

ingly, the computational resultsare in agreementwith the trend predicted in the analytical

studiesfor the relationshipbetweenvorticity and coresize,although at somelocationsoppo-

site trend is detectedwith negligible influenceon the overall vortex decay.The relationship

for the total circulation needsto be validated usingdifferent simulation setup. For future

research,the influenceof strongaxial currents, insteadof small deviations, shouldbestudied.

2. Interactions Between Wake Vortices and Shear Layers



(Ref. Zhengand Baek, 1998,1999a)

Aircraft trailing vortices can be influencedsignificantly by atmosphericconditions such

as crosswind, turbulence and stratification. According to the NASA 1994and 1995field

measurementprogram in Memphis, Tennessee,the descendingaircraft wake vortices could

stall or be deflectedat the top of low-level temperature inversionsthat usually produce

pronouncedshearzones.

Recently,Proctor et al. numerically testedeffectsof narrowshearzoneson behaviorof

the vortex pair, motivated by the observationof the Memphis field data. The shear-layer

sensitivity tests indicated that the downwindvortex wasmoresensitiveand deflectedto a

higher altitude than its upwind counterpart. The downstreamvortex containedvorticity of

oppositesign to that of the shear. There was no detectablepreferencefor the downwind

vortex (or upwind vortex) to weaken(or strengthen) at a greater rate.

The above observationsindicate that the mechanismresponsiblefor the asymmetric

deflection in the trailing vorticescanbepossiblydeducedfrom inviscid interactions between

the vortex pair and shear layers. Basedon that hypothesis, a vortex method model is

developedto study that mechanism.Furthermore, this vortex method is much faster than

the Navier-Stokesnumerical simulations,thus canbe usedfor real-time predictions.

It has beenshown, from the inviscid vortex method simulations, that the shear-layer

deformation causesthe vortex descenthistory differencein the two vortices of the trailing

vortex pair. Due to the interactions betweenthe vortices from the shear layer and the

vortex pair, the induced velocities on the vortex pair have been changed. Suchchanges

producedifferent trajectories whenthe vortex pair is interacting with a concentratedshear

layer belowor aboveit. The resultsshowthat if a shearlayer is put below the vortex pair

containingshearvorticeswith the samesign asthe left vortex, the right vortex descendsless



than the left vortex. While the sameshearlayer is setabovethe vortex pair, the right vortex

descendsmore. The descentaltitude differenceincreaseswith the shearlayer strength. The

two vorticesof the trailing vortex pair do not showaltitude differencewhen they go through

a constant, non-deformedshear layer. These trends are the sameas predicted by Proctor

et al. in their finite differencenumerical simulations using the Navier-Stokesequations.

Modificationsof this model to include other atmosphericconditionsare feasiblefor real-time

wakevortex predictions.

3. N-S Simulations of Crow-Type Instabilities in Vortex Wake

(Ref. Zhengand Baek, 1999b)

Atmospheric turbulence canhaveinfluenceon decayof aircraft wakeby inducing vortex

instabilities and vortex burst, alongwith direct contribution to the diffusion process.Influ-

encesof the Crow instability on the vortex systemhaveobtained a lot of attention in wake

vortex researchcommunity. In his well-knownpaper, Crow investigated the mutual- and

self-inductionsunder small perturbations in a pair of trailing vortices, using inviscid vortex

analysis. The stability diagrams developed in that study have been used as criteria for the

Crow instability. However, it is not clear whether the criteria would be valid under realistic

aircraft wake vortex conditions, where the flow field is turbulent and with axial flow at the

vortex center.

On the other hand, atmospheric turbulence can have various wave modes as well as differ-

ent amplitudes related with each mode, which can be shown by performing a spectral analysis

on a typical atmospheric turbulence field. For finite initial amplitude Crow instability prob-

lems with turbulence diffusion effects, linear stability theories might not be applicable and

three-dimensional Navier-Stokes simulations are required to verify their applicability.

In the current study, three-dimensional N-S simulations are carried out using the TASS



program. Instead of initiating the Crow instability by numerically generatedturbulence,

which is also assumedto be steady throughout all the simulation time as in the previous

numericalstudies, initial sinusoidaldisplacementhasbeenintroduced as the perturbation

and no further forcing functions exist after the initiation, as originally in Crow's analysis.

Such initial disturbancesallow both symmetric (S) and antisymmetric (A) modes to be

analyzed,although the A-mode instability rarely occursin aircraft wake vorticesaccording

to Crow'sinstability diagrams.Axial flow effectshavebeenconsideredin the simulations to

investigateany shift in the instability criteria.

By using large-eddysimulations for a pair of initially perturbed vortices in a quiescent

(without atmosphericturbulence) background,we havefound that the minimum Crow in-

stability wavelength is about one vortex spacing shorter than predicted by Crow's linear

stability theory. Features in agreement with Crow's analysis are that the planar standing

wave angle is close to 45 ° and the amplification rate is independent to the amplitudes of the

initial disturbances. Crow instability influences the vortex decay in terms of vortex linking,

which causes cancellation of axial vorticity component. In that sense, vortices decay faster

with higher disturbance amplitudes. Superimposed jet- or wake-type axial flow has unsignif-

icant effects on Crow instability. However, cautions need to be taken when interpreting

the simulated axial flow results due to the periodic boundary conditions used in the axial

direction.
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